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The Little Theatre Guild represents 123 member theatres that control and manage their
amateur theatres with an annual audience of over 650,000 patrons and a turnover of approximately
£6 million.
Visit us at www.littletheatreguild.org
Deadline for articles for the LTG Newsletters 2022: 29 January, 10 May, 12 August, 6 November.
New Members - we welcome the following new members and LTG Reps.
Venture Theatre, Ashby de la Zouch - Ken Ward - Kenward.ashby@gmail.com
Romiley Little Theatre, Stockport - Peter Wright - peter.wright12@btinternet.com
New LTG Representatives - If your LTG Rep changes, please let the LTG Secretary know (details below). Welcome to:
Hebden Bridge - Jenny Gore - jengor@talktalk.net
Lancaster Grand - Carol Williamson - carol@lancastergrand.co.uk
Medway Little Theatre - Dawn Jones - dawnpjones@hotmail.co.uk
National Secretary: Caroline Chapman, Friar’s Oak, 24 Mill Farm Road, Hamsterley Mill, Tyne & Wear NE39 1NW
T: 01207 545280 E: secretary@littletheatreguild.org
Newsletter Editor: Anne Gilmour
T: 07971 474721 E: newsletter@littletheatreguild.org

LTG National Conference 2022
The 2022 LTG National Conference will be
a live, in-person event, 13 – 15 May 2022
at Southport Dramatic Club. Former LTG
Chairman and Southport’s longstanding
LTG Rep Margaret Mann asks you to put
the date in your diary NOW. Current LTG
Chairman Jo Matthews would love to meet at least one
representative from every LTG Member at the conference.
The Committee will bring you a session on the Sunday,
perhaps on the hot topic of sustainability.
Margaret writes:

Calling all LTG members from the North, South,
East and West!
We are looking forward to welcoming you to sunny
Southport for the 2022 National Conference of the Little
Theatre Guild. Our beautiful theatre seats 409 so we can
accommodate all of you. This will be our first live National
Conference for two years and I am sure we can all make it
a very special occasion.
COVID-19 has been a difficult time for everyone, including our
theatres. We have all endeavoured to keep communicating
and the National Committee has certainly worked hard to
keep us appraised of all that was happening. Throughout
this difficult period, it has been amazing to read in the
LTG Newsletter – which has been so important to all of us
during these past months – how creative and hardworking
our theatres have been. It will be lovely, at last, for
members of the LTG to meet face to face and to share what

we have been doing
and our future plans.
We promise you the
warmest of Northern
welcomes,
generous
hospitality, and plenty
of opportunities to
meet long standing and
new friends. I cannot
wait to see you all!
We also promise you some excellent workshops which
will include both the business of running our theatres and
how we coped during COVID, and how to find sources of
income. There will also be one concerned with directing
and performing; one for technicians; and one to attract
our enthusiastic youth members and their leaders.
On Saturday evening you will be see The Vicar of Dibley. I
realise that many of you have already presented this, but
it is always good to see another take and it will be fun!
Like many of you, we are just getting back to opening our
theatre to audiences.
I have already done much background work with members
of the National Committee and some professionals,
and the details of the Conference will be revealed as
everything falls into place early next year. Hotels know
about the conference and a list of accommodation will be
available soon. Please SAVE THE DATE! Help us to make
this post-COVID Conference a really happy, worthwhile
and memorable occasion when we all meet again!
See you next year!
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Chairman’s Letter
Dear Members
Autumn greetings to you all from Ealing,
where we are slowly ramping up to a
full season of plays and events. I have
tentatively started visiting you again;
it is a joy and so good to join the palpable excitement of
getting back to doing what we love.
Now, what would you think
if you turned up to see a
play and were greeted by
this board in the foyer?
You might like to ask to
swap your tickets for
something a bit jollier, or
you might bravely continue
on into the auditorium. If
you entered, you would,
I can assure you, witness
something
worthwhile,
uncomfortable
perhaps,
but real, visceral, and highly
thought-provoking. You may come back to me and say, “I
do real in my ordinary life” and of course you would have a
point, but I would argue that there is a place for escapism
and a place for realism, and theatre as a drive for societal
change is as old as Greek drama. The writer, Winsome
Pinnock, was in the audience on this occasion, and said
afterwards that the subject matter of Mules - women
coerced into carrying drugs - was just as relevant as when
she wrote it in the 90s. Sad, but true.
Then just last night it was Maryland by Lucy Kirkwood.
Some of you have produced her brilliant The Children
and some NSFW. Chimerica is a challenge I do not think
any of us have taken on. But some of you have stepped
up to the challenge this fantastic writer set, in allowing a
script of hers to be performed as a script-in-hand reading
in November, free of rights fees. Prompted by the recent
murders of women cheerily going about their lives, Lucy
was shocked into translating her angry emotions into a
short play (27 minutes) and allowed it to be broadcast far
and wide through any theatre. The play faces the issues
head-on and comes with virtually the same warning
as Mules. I really hope Lucy’s example can be copied by
other writers, giving us equal opportunity as professional
theatre to explore exciting new scripts.
You will read more in this Newsletter on both Mules and
Maryland and also the Theatres Trust Conference 2021,
devoted to the subject of Sustainable Theatres. It is a hot
topic, and we will need to take it on big-time if we have
not already. I would say start looking round now at your
membership and identify some very keen, passionate
people to spearhead your action plan. This is more than recycling sets on get-out day, this is about embedded carbon
and heat pumps. Techies, who helped us through lockdown,
are once again rising in importance, be nice to them!
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Progress Theatre,
Queen’s Award
Ceremony
by Helen Wernham

The Queen’s Award to Progress Theatre was granted in
2020, as mentioned in a previous newsletter. Awards in
Berkshire are presented at a single ceremony and as this
could not be held in 2020, we received our award at the
2021 ceremony.
The Lord Lieutenant’s Presentation Ceremony was held
on Thursday 7th October in Reading Town Hall. I was
privileged to be among the five theatre members to
attend the ceremony, but only three were invited (Liz
Carroll, Steph Dewar (with the award) and Chris Moran)
to be presented with the award by Mr James Huxley, Lord
Lieutenant of the Royal County of Berkshire.
We were enormously proud to be among eleven other
very worthy and diverse organisations receiving awards.
The citations showing why each organisation had been
recommended for an award were read out. Progress
Theatre was commended not only for the primary business
of the theatre, but also for our outreach work to older
people in care homes and people with learning disabilities.
Because of the pandemic, we have not been able to
continue with most of this work for some time, although
we did manage to put on an online panto last Christmas
for the folk at Mencap! We look forward to fully resuming
our outreach activities in due course.
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Older People’s
Advice Day, from
Caxton Theatre,
Grimsby
Our theatre has a stand at this annual event held in the
Memorial Hall. This year, it was staffed by Cathy and Debra
who thoroughly enjoyed meeting and talking to lots of
people. We want to spread the word about our facilities
for those who may not be as agile as they were – our blue
badge holders’ parking outside our back door (only two
spaces unfortunately), the ramp from the back door to the
bar, our accessible toilet, the lift up to the theatre itself,
our provision of two wheelchair seats each night (book
early as if not sold, they are released for general seating
the week before each play opens) and a hearing loop. Our
friendly front of house teams will be on hand each night of
every play to answer questions or otherwise assist. (from
November Newsletter)
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Commenting on the play, playwright Lucy Kirkwood says:
“This play was for many years a private conversation with
myself. The horrific murders of Sarah Everard and Sabina
Nessa this year have galvanised me into making it public.
I hesitate to even call it a play when it is simply a howl, a
way of expressing what I feel about a culture of violence
against women, but I am sharing it because I wonder if it
might express a little of what other people feel about it
too. It was written very quickly, and I am grateful to the
Royal Court for snatching up a gauntlet thrown down last
Friday night with such energy, care, and seriousness”.
Susannah Clapp in the Guardian notes that the cast changes
every two days and features a chorus of furies. She writes
that “This is only the second time in 20 years in the stalls
that I and another critic (female) have clutched each other
in fright”. Maryland, which stages a meeting at a police
station between two women
who have been assaulted,
is also a record of the ways
women automatically protect
themselves (that automatic
glance at houses to assess
which one you might knock
on for help in an unknown Anne-marie Green as DC Eddowes
in Maryland Zoomed by the
street). The Editor
Criterion Theatre, Coventry

Mules at the Tower
Theatre, Stoke
Newington
Anne Gilmour

Maryland
by Lucy Kirkwood
The Royal Court has made available for free the script
of Maryland this November. It is offered to any theatre
company or drama training organisation in the UK who
is interested to stage their own script-in-hand reading
until Saturday 27 November. At the time of writing, at
least six LTG Members are staging it – Ilkley Playhouse
(raising funds for Bradford Rape Crisis), Criterion Theatre,
Earlsdon with a Zoom performance (raising funds for
Coventry Rape and Sexual Advice Centre), Tower Theatre,
Stoke Newington (raising funds for the Sistah Space,
Dalston), South London Theatre (raising funds the Rape
Crisis Centre), the Crescent Theatre (raising funds for Rape
Crisis) and The Questors Theatre (raising funds for Women
and Girls Network).

On Saturday 14 November, LTG Chairman Jo Matthews and
myself headed for The Tower Theatre, Stoke Newington
for a performance of Mules by Winsome Pinnock who has
been described as “Britain’s most well-known black female
playwright”. The Guardian called her “the godmother
of black British playwrights” and she was the first black
British female writer to have a play produced at The
National Theatre.
In the document on the LTG Website, Developing a
Representative Drama Curriculum provided by Jackie
Blackwood, the career and works of Winsome Pinnock are
suggested as a topic for exploration.
The play is set in 1996 and is about young women caught
up in the international drug trade as “mules” (drug
couriers), whether as a means of escaping poverty or
as a way to acquire wealth and power in a world where
they are excluded. Set across multiple locations, Mules is
a powerful indictment on society’s attitude to those who
have been marginalised.
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The play was commissioned by Clean Break Theatre
Company, a women’s theatre company which works in
prisons. The Tower performance was followed by a Q
& A with Winsome Pinnock, but, sadly, time pressures
prevented us from staying until the end. But we did hear
her say that she had based the play on the stories she
had heard from women in prison and that it was written
for only three actors. She was delighted that the Tower
Theatre had staged it with a company of eight actors
which she had loved.
The Tower image has, with the cast, Winsome Pinnock
second from the left and director Landé Belo in the centre.

The Clock is the Mistress
An account of taking part
in Overnight Plays at The
Questors 30/31 August by LTG
Chairman Jo Matthews

Take the normal period of many weeks it takes to prepare
a show for production, telescope the whole process down
to 24 hours, see what you get! Encapsulated in that one
sentence is what The Questors members put into one
huge show on the evening of the Bank Holiday Monday.
The brainchild of member Tristan Marshall, this was the
tenth year of the event, so the formula is tried & tested,
but the plays are all original works, and the writers,
directors and actors may not know each other or have
ever worked together before. They have to form a closeknit team in record-speed time and create a proper play
worth charging tickets for.

on the Sunday evening and were (almost randomly) put
into groups with a writer, a director and several actors and
were given one mystery prop per group; the prop has to
be intrinsic to the plot, so no pre-writing! My group’s prop
was a megaphone. We crowded round for three hours and
thrashed out some ideas, with the writer scribbling away
madly. One actor had a croaky voice, so we built that into
the story so she could use the megaphone to (genuinely)
amplify her. We did a bit of improv; we played Antiques
Roadshow where a hopeful person brings a valuable
antique, and the expert uses their imagination to describe
something totally different to what we are seeing. Two
that made me laugh were the megaphone as an elephant’s
epi-pen, and an instrument to calm ladies’ wombs – there
is no limit to the fertile imaginations (woops, pun alert) of
our actors. A bit of sleep, then six hours later, our writer
Shawn presented me a working script of ten pages and
precisely twelve minutes duration (a rule). I loved the play
but found the denouement a little underwhelming so at
crack of dawn on the Monday I worked with the writer on
something more dynamic. With the cast’s input it improved
and we even put a twist into the resolution.
Our play was entitled Team Building and was of the true-life
gritty comedy genre, a kind of Carry-On-Five-Go-Camping
blend, based on a corporate bonding exercise. Someone
said we should beware of stock characters, but after 25
years of working in an office, I was able to assure them
that what you might think are cliches do in fact exist... so,
we did have the nervous one, the bossy one, the one with
a secret and the older one clutching a map and being made
fun of when the younger ones only believe in phones.
We rehearsed solidly for nine hours, with only the tiniest
of breaks for coffee, loo and learning lines and teching. I
needed to use my best skills to keep everyone motivated
and working hard, with an eye out on the time constantly. I
sent my actors to wardrobe in the hope that Anne Gilmour
could provide anoraks, back-packs and a somewhat geeky
outfit of short shorts in just nine minutes. She did. At
7.25pm we were behind schedule - the seven plays were
still dress-rehearsing, and there had to be decision on a
running-order and programmes printed. Incredibly, all
done for open house at 7.45pm, thanks to Tristan and his
fantastic support team. We were third on in the first half,
and I was very nervous until suddenly, twelve minutes
had flown by and the audience were clapping. It was a
genuinely wonderful team effort and we got there. Phew!!

The website advert blurb explains: 7 writers, 30 actors, and
just 24 hours...Over the course of one night, our best writers
gather. After much sweat, ink and tears, seven totally
original short plays will come into existence. But what will a
bunch of actors and directors make of these scripts, with just
hours before they are set to perform them? From comedy to
tragedy, farce to thriller, who knows what our quick-witted
team will serve up...
Tristan invited me to be one of the seven directors, a risk as
I haven’t directed for quite a while – the usual cry of being
too busy – but the allure of this event was total devotion
for 27 hours straight then all done & dusted. We met at 7.30

Image courtesy of Carla Evans
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Theatres Trust
Paul Davidson, Chairman,
Conference 2021: Making Abbey Theatre Trust
Theatre Sustainable
This year’s Theatres Trust (TT)
conference explored how to
make every aspect of the theatre
sector more sustainable, from
productions to buildings and
how we run them. Over 100
delegates attended including
representatives
from
LTG
Members Abbey Theatre, The
Questors Theatre, Corn Exchange
Wallingford and from new LTG
Member Romiley Little Theatre, whose Peter Wright spoke in
one of the sessions.
The conference was about the Theatre Green Book,
www.theatregreenbook.com. After an initial welcome and
introduction from Jon Morgan TT Director and a panel of
five, delegates had the option of attending sessions on Green
Buildings or Green Productions, followed by a plenary session
on Going for Green which looked at research into how buildings
currently perform around sustainability. Lunch was followed by
a second plenary discussion on Less is More: Should we build and
buy less? This was followed by two breakout sessions: Historic &
Green or Green Operations. The final plenary session on Leading
the Way included contributions from Germany and the USA, as
well as the environment charity Julie’s Bicycle, and was followed
by a drinks and canapé reception which gave everyone a chance
to chat over the day’s events.
The Theatres Trust website has many of the presentations used,
including that from Romiley Little Theatre showing the building’s
conversion from run down shed into a working theatre. The link
to all the slides is on the LTG website.
What is the Theatre Green Book? “If theatre is to be part of
the most vital conversation humanity faces, then it has to
change its practice. The Theatre Green Book sets out the path
to a sustainable future. In three volumes it sets standards for
making productions sustainably, for making theatre buildings
sustainable, and for improving operations like catering and front
of house.”
Every LTG Member needs to study this document and consider
how it can make its productions sustainable (Volume 1),
buildings more sustainable (Volume 2) and its Operations more
sustainable (Volume 3 coming soon). LTG Members can register
to sign up to trial a future production with the Theatre Green
Book. Each section will have three steps towards sustainability:
Baseline, Intermediate and Advanced, broken down under many
different headings.
The good news is that many LTG Members are already doing
great work on being sustainable – we all recycle costumes,
props and scenery – so a big pat on the back for this but there
is so much more we can be doing. The Green Book has sections
with links to sustainable suppliers so you can see the best paint
or timber to use and what to avoid. With the help of the Green
Book, we can all be more sustainable in all that we do.
Here are the thoughts of three representatives of LTG Member
theatres who attended the conference.

I found the conference very stimulating,
with several passionate speakers explaining
why they were taking sustainability seriously
and how the Theatre Green Book is going to
help in that process. For me, it was brought
to life by the practical, detailed example of
how real theatres – large and small – have
made real improvements to their buildings
or their practices. There could have been more of those, and I
believe Paddy Dillon – the mastermind behind the initiative –
plans to make case studies available in due course to supplement
what is already a significant co-operative achievement.
I attended partly because I feel some small degree of ownership
of Buildings (Volume 2) of the Green Book. As a representative
of the Abbey Theatre, one of many so-called ‘mid-century’
theatre buildings, I had been invited to take part in one of the
focus groups which informed the creation of the book. I was
able to contribute to the draft based on my experience with
our own theatre but also on my former ‘day-job’ at the Building
Research Establishment, in which I provided guidance and
tools to encourage energy efficiency in buildings. With that
background you might expect the Abbey Theatre to be a model
of sustainability and we have indeed made some progress. Much
of our lighting is LED and other areas are being switched over –
usually as lamps need replacing. We replaced our gas-fired Studio
heating with heat pumps, and the ventilation system has a heat
exchanger to recover heat before discharging the stale air.
However, our main building is still heated by a pair of gas
boilers, albeit high efficiency models, and replacing those
would be a major exercise. In this respect, like everyone else,
our ambitions are constrained by opportunity and cash. The
Green Book and its Home Survey tool should help in that regard
by encouraging theatres to consider energy and water saving
options whenever improvements are triggered by other factors
such as audience comfort or a leaking roof. In fact, one of our
priorities is to insulate the large areas of flat roof which we,
along with theatres of a similar age (1968), were bequeathed
by architects for whom energy efficiency was not the norm. I
encourage all Little Theatres to have a look at all three sections
of the Green Book and take whatever action they can whenever
opportunities arise.

John Evans, Marketing
Director, Corn Exchange,
Wallingford
I was lucky enough to attend a gathering of
the great and good recently at a conference
arranged by the Theatres Trust to launch their
new Green initiative (Theatre Green Book),
something that apparently they’ve been
working on for some time, although it was news to me and my
colleague Greg Ryder.
We are both board directors at the Corn Exchange, Wallingford.
Greg has responsibility for the back of house, which for us means
the building infrastructure and the workshop, a very important
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part of our operation. I have
responsibility for marketing
and programming. So, we
were able to attend all the
breakout sessions and here
are our thoughts on the day,
held at the Lyric Theatre,
Hammersmith.
Of course, we of the smaller venues are sometimes overawed
when we visit the big theatres with their multitude spaces and
generous budgets. But I think many of us pull our weight and
stage productions that wouldn’t shame a West End audience.
And we do that with far less money.
And that’s the main point that came out of this conference
for me. Suddenly the big boys have realised that because of
the tremendous shake up in the last 18 months they have had
to look carefully at their budget and their programme and are
having to do more with less. My thoughts were “come and join
the club; we’ve been doing that for years!”
Of course, with size comes responsibilities and the scale of
some of these productions are quite different to those we
stage. Still, there are lessons to be learnt on both sides, like
sharing resources, recycling materials and having a collective
responsibility to reduce the carbon footprint associated with
the building and productions over time.
Let’s be kind. If the big theatres want to pinch our ideas that’s
fine. But they should at least acknowledge the presence of
smaller venues and be grateful that all over the country we’ve
kept the ethos of theatre alive and generated (for them) new
audiences. And they should engage with us more.
For me, the big problem with the conference was the dearth of
consultants and product suppliers who could see (supposedly)
a pot of gold. There were some eye-catching figures touted
for potential spend but there were very few decision makers
at the conference. So, the buy-in from CEOs was missing. I’m
not objecting at all to these product placements as you need
to capture the latest ideas from industry, but most theatres will
not spend that sort of money, even the big ones.
So where do we go from here? For us little theatres, there’s a lot
of reading to do and ideas to help formulate our plans. That’s
good. Maybe there’s a place for formalising what is in effect
local circuits to ensure that we can beg, borrow, steal (?) props
and set parts and costumes. And how does this initiative sit with
improvements to heritage buildings like ours, built in 1856. The
Theatres Trust should have a view on that I would think. But
will this new spirit of co-operation flow down from the large
theatres? We should ask them.
Finally, some interesting quotes from the presentations:
“Community engagement – how do we build that?” ask the little
theatres, we know!
“You should have a statement of significance for any listed building”
- that’s a good idea as it helps to protect these valuable assets.
“Perhaps we can create virtual reality as an alternative setup
whereby audience members
bring along their own
equipment” – so is that the
death of live theatre?
“an important part of the
marketing is to tell audiences
what you’re doing with respect

to improving your carbon footprint” – couldn’t agree more!
“success often comes from small wins” – there’s some sound
advice, it’s not necessary to always spend millions.
“it’s a myth that you can be 100% green” – especially with
heritage buildings, only so much you can do.
“traditionally theatres have been competitive and that has to
stop now” – this is really a comment on the big commercial
venues and not practiced in smaller theatres like ours.
“we’re often ahead of public taste” – I really like this comment
from Lucy Davies, from the Royal Court as befits their work.
“we should be upstream of the mainstream” – and all sorts of
venues can get ahead in this way.

Peter Wright, Romiley
Little Theatre
I attended the recent Theatres Trust
conference, Making Theatre Sustainable.
Amazingly, to me, I was invited to speak
and appear as a member of the panel who
were to present their journeys (completed,
in motion or planned to start) towards
creating more sustainable buildings.
How did this come about that I should be voicing the work
of Romiley Little Theatre (RLT) in the august company of Hull
Truck Theatre, Oxford Playhouse and The Mercury Theatre,
Colchester? It was all down to serendipity. RLT began developing
its current home just over 10 years ago and finance, rather than
sustainability, were initially at the forefront of our thinking.
However, that soon translated into sustainability as we realised
that going down that route would be the most financially prudent
in the long run as well as doing our bit on the sustainability front.
This included the installation of an air source heat pump (ASHP).
After 10 years uninterrupted service, the ASHP gave up. We
applied to the Theatres Trust to help us fund a new one and were
successful. In the meantime, I was invited to a zoom meeting
with the Theatres Trust and several other theatres and then, out
of the blue, came the invite to speak at the conference. It was
something of a surprise but a pleasant one.
The entire day was well organised, full of energy and enthusiasm
It was, in fact, a theatrical event in itself. After such a prolonged
period of theatres being dark, the joy of being in a theatre with
others and, in my case, being both “performer” and “audience”
only added to the buzz.
All of those on my panel, chaired by Claire Appleby, had
different stories to tell and all were very well received by the
audience. The fact that RLT were the “little guys” made no
difference to the delegates, we were all treated on an equal
footing. At breaks, over lunch and at the post event reception, I
was approached many times by other delegates wanting to chat
about the RLT project.
The key lesson in all of this is that we can all contribute
something to the discussion, no matter how little. It all adds up.
Panel presentations were an hour long and I spent the rest of
the day listening to others and learning a lot more.
My thanks go to the Theatres Trust for making this such a
democratic event in giving a voice to a wide sector the
theatre ecology.
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Take Ten - The Road
Not Taken

Chesil Theatre’s Annual New-Writing
Festival, by Jo Matthews
Slowly,
we
are
bringing back plays
and events that had
to be cancelled in
2020. One such event has proved so successful since
its beginnings in 2008 that it has become fixed in Chesil
Theatre’s programme and its return has been eagerly
awaited. The formula is now tried-and-tested: a theme is
invited and chosen, new plays of ten-minutes’ duration
are invited on that theme, a short-list is drawn up and
ten ‘winners’ are offered the opportunity to see their
play produced. The ten are shown together over four
performances, Chesil members having volunteered to act
and direct them, with the tech team offering just a few
lighting and sound cues and a basic set. Projections are
allowed, which does help considerably to place a play and
give it colour and dimension. Lines are learned, costumes
are sourced and each ten minutes comes to life.
For anyone tempted to ask ‘how can you cover the
complexities of a whole play in just ten minutes?’ I
would argue that not only ‘you can’, but that the brevity
concentrates the plot and dialogue down to its essence –
no bad thing if you’ve sat through a play of over three hours
(which I just have) and found it worthy, but unfocused and
rambling. After all, theatre is storytelling and you can tell a
jolly good story in ten minutes.
I was privileged to be invited, along with your Newsletter
Editor, to attend a performance of the ten chosen plays,
and what a brilliant afternoon it was. We began with lunch
with LTG veterans Tom and Vara Williams and were then
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welcomed to the Chesil by
Rep. Stephanie Danby and
Chairman David Small.
The theme of The Road
Not Taken is the title of
the famous enigmatic
poem by Robert Frost, the
subject of much critical
analysis over the years
and a wonderful open
idea for a writer to build
on. The ten plays naturally
took a slightly different
angle on it. A particularly
memorable ‘take’ was Tremble, written by Rob Johnston,
directed by Sarah Hawkins and acted by Andrew Jenks and
Alec Walters. Set in a Middle Eastern desert, it grabbed
you immediately as the soldier was about to step on a land
mine and be killed. Probably, the most moving for us was
Waiting for a Fare by John-Paul Jones, directed by Marcus
Whitfield, with Steve Clark as the actor. This taxi-driver
strikes us in the first instance as intolerant and possibly
racist. So, we are puzzled to learn that he hangs about gay
clubs at night. But we gradually learn that his marriage
is in trouble, his daughter does not respect him, and the
only happy friendship he ever had was with a soldier friend
who is now successful and married to another man. Yes,
you’ve guessed it, a life denied and unfulfilled, and it was
very powerful writing.
Huge congratulations to the writers, the judges (all
theatre professionals) and to the Chesil team that put
this challenging but so worthwhile event together: Sarah
Andrews, Peter Bateson, Flavia Bateson, Lisbeth Rake,
Paul Riddell and David Small.

New LTG Members
Ed - LTG is delighted to welcome two new Members. In
the North we welcome Romiley Little Theatre who have
been a part of Stockport & Tameside’s cultural landscape
for over 70 years. In the Central Region we welcome the
Venture Theatre, Ashby de la Zouch whose origins go back
100 years to 1921.

The Venture Theatre
Ashby de la Zouch
The exotically named
Ashby de la Zouch, home
of the Venture Theatre
(www.ashbyventuretheatre.org.uk), lies about halfway
between Birmingham and Nottingham and not too far
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from the Lace Market Theatre and Leicester Little Theatre.
President and founding member Leonard H. Matthews
(known as Matt) formed Ashby Dramatic Society (ADS)
in 1921 and they met and rehearsed in a clubroom at the
back of what is now the La Zouch restaurant. The society
then acquired a base for rehearsals, but performances
continued to be staged at the Town Hall.
It was not until the
1970s that ADS bought
and converted the
church hall belonging
to St Helen’s Parish
Church. Much of the
work was carried out
by ADS members and
it opened to the public
in 1981. A bequest from
a former member
came to the rescue of
the, by then, financially struggling society and a National
Lottery Grant in 1995 enabled them to undertake a major
refurbishment. Improvements included a side extension,
a new disabled toilet, bigger bar, new seating and much
more. All this can be seen on an excellent video on their
website which takes you on a full tour.
The 114-seat theatre reopened in March 1996 and has
never looked back. They stage four or five full-length plays
each year and host other events. Sadly, Matt died in 1997
at the age of 101 (theatre does keep you young) but he had
maintained a keen and loving interest in the Society and
the Theatre and is deeply missed. Their next production
will be The Last Quiz Night on Earth, a new play by Alison
Carr from Nick Hern. Those who attended the 2011 LTG
National Conference at The People’s may remember
Alison who led a workshop on the process of getting new
work performed.

Romiley Little Theatre
Stockport
On their website (www.romileylittletheatre.
org.uk), Romiley note that for much of their
history they lived a nomadic existence with bases across
the vicinity of Romiley and Bredbury, but for the last ten
years have had a permanent home on the banks of the
Peak Forest Canal at Hatherlow Wharf. The second phase
of their Clubhouse development was the opening of their
own Studio Theatre, The Wharf, with a 40-seater studio
theatre / bar / rehearsal space. [Ed – I feel that they may
need to explore twinning with our other Wharf Theatre in
Devizes on the banks of the Kennet and Avon Canal.]
Established in 1947, under
a charity remit to “arrange
performances of plays of
merit and to promote
the advancement and
improvement of general
education in relation to
the art of drama and the
development of public appreciation of such art”, they
stage three productions a year and, as can be seen on
their online theatre archive, they tackle a wide range of
theatre. Their next production will be Breaking the Code
in February. They have a Junior Group led by professional
practitioners and former members with whom they are
in partnership. They are not far from LTG Members The
Carver Theatre and Stockport Garrick, and I hope that
members might pop along and welcome them to the LTG.
LTG Rep Peter Wright, also the Artistic Director and
Treasurer, spoke at the Theatres Trust Conference (see
centre pages) and the presentation he made to the
conference is on the LTG Website on the Green Book post.
It shows the transformation of a run-down building into a
welcoming canal side venue.
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Snippets
Apollo Theatre, Isle of Wight – at the recent EGM,
it was agreed to begin the work of becoming
a Charity Incorporated Organisation. The first
step will be to elect a Theatre Director, Business
Manager, Operations Manager, Arts Manager
and Members Representative at the AGM on 4 December.
“This is truly an exciting time for the Apollo, opening up lots of
opportunities for members to use their specialised talents and
really get involved with running our lovely Theatre.”
Rainham Newsletter – the final show on the
Saturday was an extra special one for the
Caston and Feekings families when my son, Ryan
proposed to Lauren on stage at the end of the
evening. Thankfully, she said yes, so Claire and I
are off out soon to buy hats!! Ryan and Lauren first met at our
youth group when they were about 11 so it was appropriate that
they got engaged on stage. Congratulations to both of them.
Helen Caston
Company of Players – co-operation between
two LTG Members as The Company of Players
welcome The Barn Theatre’s production of
Equus directed by former LTG Nat Com member
Steve Thompson, to replace their postponed
December production.
Chelmsford Theatre Workshop – CWT Members’ new play
A Wrong Turn Down Memory Lane garners praise and a local
reviewer Michael Gray noted that two of the characters were
“both subtly drawn, skilfully managing the shifts of mood
which reveal the deeper emotions beneath the banter and the
bickering” and praised the choice of 80s music.
Carlisle Green Room – from the Chairman David
Wood. After the three lockdowns, the theatre
does need some stability in the management at
the moment, plus it will be nice to go out with
a bang next year as we are hosting the Little
Theatre Guild Northern Conference in October
here at your theatre. It coincides also with the
Club’s 70th Anniversary. All in all we have a very full schedule for
the next twelve months, after which I definitely will be taking
my curtain call.
From Sinodun Players at the Corn Exchange, Wallingford – two
members have attended a two-day Rigging Course with MCL
(Martin Castle Ltd – www.mcl-uk.com). Alice writes, “We really
enjoyed learning more about rigging and working at heights
safely. We are now looking forward to putting some of the skills
into practice at the CX”.
From Davenham Theatre, Cheshire – the committee have decided
to run a series of social events to attract a new and diverse
membership. Planning has started and will focus in the early
months of the New Year. This is their 80th anniversary year – Ed.
Harborough Theatre – our theatre Open Day on Saturday 25th
September was a great success. We opened our doors and took
visitors round the theatre and behind the scenes. They must
have been impressed, as we signed up new members, gained
new volunteers and sold extra tickets.
Sterts Theatre, Cornwall – as part of our planning for recovery,
we have programmed a series of Christmas events and we would
like to dress the theatre for December with a four to five meter
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Christmas tree at the theatre entrance. This will cost around
£300. Would you like to sponsor this? Are there Christmas tree
suppliers who might support Sterts in exchange for advertising?
Caxton Theatre Grimsby – there are still far too many people
unaware of our existence. The publicity
team invited Cllr Procter, portfolio holder for
Economic Development, Housing & Tourism,
to look round the theatre last month. James
Trowsdale and Sarah Smith from Grimsby
Creates came for a tour on 6th September.
Next on the list is an invitation to the Mayor.

Ilkely Playhouse
Ed – I spotted a great example of building links with the local
community from Ilkley Playhouse’s Facebook page, and Justine
Sowden, Theatre Manager, has expanded on the text in the
post. She writes:
“Over the last three years, Ilkley Playhouse’s Theatre Manager,
Justine Sowden, has developed a wonderful partnership with
choreographer and storyteller Shrikant Subramaniam and his
SS Dance Academy. Shrikant has been performing, teaching and
conducting Bharatanatyam dance workshops for many years.”
Recently, Ilkley Playhouse welcomed another joyous celebration
of South Asian dance and music in their Wildman Studio. Until
now, these events have been for friends and families of the
dance group but, having been awarded a grant from the Arts
Council of England, Shrikant and Justine are collaborating to
bring an intercultural performance that will be open to the
public in 2022. Justine says, “Increasing diversity and community
cohesion across Ilkley is very important to us at the Playhouse,
and we are proud to be working with such a talented group of
performers”. More news on this to follow soon!

The Questors Festival
of New Theatre:
New Writing Festival
From 17 to 24 July 2022, The Questors Theatre
will welcome new voices and plays to the stage
as part of an inaugural New Writing Festival. The
festival will provide a unique platform for new
writers and theatre-makers to share new work,
collaborate with other creatives and become part
of a thriving theatre community. The festival will feature talks,
seminars, workshops and, most importantly, performances of
new writing on The Questors stage.
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The deadline for submission is 17 December 2021 and the festival
organisers are now mainly looking for short plays (between 15
and 25 minutes) which feature a strong gender, age and diversity
balance of characters. For more information and an application
form visit www.questors.org.uk.

Obituaries
A column to mark the passing of just a few of the LTG Members
who have held a long or specific role in our Member Theatres.
It will not be comprehensive, but I hope it will reflect the long
service and love that people have for amateur theatre.
Southport Dramatic Society
Vice President, Miss Sheila Furlong – a talented actress who took
part in many plays for SDC and the Garrick Players. She was well
known for her leading roles and wonderful knowledge of theatre.
Mrs Audrey Rimmer – a past member and loyal supporter for
many years who worked on the Front of House and Servery.

National Committee
Activity Summer 2021
from Chairman Jo Matthews

Your National Committee was very pleased to
be able to meet in person in September, at the
Crescent in Birmingham. Even better, Central
Secretary Jackie Blackwood arranged for us to sit
in on the final dress rehearsal of Mike Bartlett’s Cock. Although
only able to see the first half, as we needed to have supper,
we were very impressed by the play and grateful to Jackie, the
director and cast for making it happen. It was a timely reminder
that, meetings notwithstanding, we are here to make theatre
and to enjoy it above all else.
The summer meeting is a chance to dig a little deeper into
issues, which we did for a few hours on Friday evening and most
of Saturday. We discussed the latest COVID restrictions and
how you are coping; it was a varied picture of masks on or off
or recommended, but not policed. Some were using QR codes
for programmes (no paper) and card payments only to avoid
cash. But everyone we spoke to seemed keen to get back into a
working theatre.
We are revising our banking policy – our
Treasurer Brian has been working hard
comparing packages that cost us little but are
flexible. We talked about Yearbook entries
and how we might gather information about
online activities, not totally straightforward.
We are keeping a close eye on your
experiences with play and music licenceholders; we appreciate the need for creatives to be properly
paid but at the same time our smaller members cannot pay
fees and make ends meet. Do let us know of any less-thansatisfactory experiences. For the future, we aim to run a Youth
Theatre Festival, and to join in with Folio400 activities in 2023
and 2024. If it wasn’t for Hemmings and Condell, we might be
without the 37 fabulous plays of Shakespeare, so that inaugural
print run is well worth celebrating. The future of conferences

was a big topic. The AGM will always be a focal point when all
120 of us send a representative and enjoy a weekend of learning
and fun. Regional conferences though may need a re-think –
ideas welcome. Zooms have been terrific at keeping us in touch
and Vice-Chairman Nick has been organising them for our newer
members. If you think your hub area would appreciate one but
you don’t have the tech ability or time to organise it, let Nick
know and he will host it for you.
As we know, Steve Pratt our Northern
Secretary is very busy with both Garrick
and CHADS, and at his Northern AGM
online on 6 November he tendered his
resignation. He will still be involved; his
many years’ experience makes him a
valuable member of the wider team. Emyr
Rhys-Jones (known to all as ‘Rhys’), was
nominated for and voted in as Northern
Secretary at the meeting, to be ratified at AGM. Rhys is a longstanding member of Theatre Fach and has been Rep for them
for a long time too. He has other commitments which means he
cannot step into the role till May, so Steve will continue till then,
aided by Sheila Cooper from the People’s.
Your Yearbook will land on your doorsteps any moment. It has
been a difficult year for which to pin down activities and quantify
them, so thank you Reps for getting your heads around your
statistics. We owe a debt to Elaine Pratt and Caroline Chapman
for the huge amount of work they have done to put it together.
I find it fascinating to read what we’ve all been up to in that most
difficult of years, and to discover which plays you have gone for,
with all the considerations you’ve had to contend with. I hope
you find it useful and valuable reading too.

Onwards and Upwards
Is there a member of your theatre now working professionally,
whether as an actor, director, designer, writer, technician or
backstage crew in the theatre or on screen? Do let the editor
know because it confirms that amateur theatre is a great route
to launch a creative career. There are many who have already
‘launched’ through Little Theatres, for example Kevin Whately
and Andrea Riseborough who started life at the People’s Theatre
in Newcastle.
From the Carlisle Green Room – Member, Lexie Ward was
recently employed as Director for The Play That Goes Wrong
currently running at The Duchess Theatre in London. This
is another achievement for this multi-talented lady, and we
congratulate her on her continuing success.
From The Questors Theatre – Former Member Henry Lewis and
Mischief Theatre have got a new series of The Goes Wrong Show
on BBC1. It started on Monday 27 September, and the whole
series (5 episodes) is available on iPlayer right now.
From Sinodun Players at the Corn Exchange, Wallingford – Ed
Simpson, well-loved for his marvellous range of serious, musical
and comic performances and a long-standing actor with Illyria, is
currently appearing in a touring production of Wind in the Willows.
From Royalty Theatre, Sunderland – Laura Elphinstone who has
recently been seen in Game of Thrones, Line of Duty and Chernobyl.
From The People’s Theatre – Tom Goodman-Hill actor, recently
seen in Soulmates, and Jack Shepherd, actor, writer and director
recently seen in The Night Stalker.
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Christmas at our Theatres
Cinderella at Oldbury Rep

Flint Street Nativity at The People’s Theatre

